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Abstract
Parasitic capacitances in the electronic circuits are often observable, but are difficult to remove it. On the process of making high-frequency oscillators, parasitic capacitances as one of the major factors have to be put into consideration. Parasitic capacitances scattered in oscillator circuits may cause the loop gain of the oscillator at a value smaller than 1, unable to oscillate. In this study, we give a proposal that since parasitic capacitances always exist in the oscillator circuit, if the structure of the oscillator circuit would change, the impact of parasitic capacitances may be therefore compensated. Consequently, the oscillator, even under the influence of parasitic capacitances, can still oscillate in a smooth way. In this study, the feature of the proposed oscillator distinctive from other oscillators is that the circuit has poles located at the second-order transfer function in the right half s-plane. The second-order transfer function can make compensation for the impact of the parasitic capacitances in the circuit, enabling the oscillation circuit to oscillate smoothly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a current-mode circuit has been widely noticeable for precision characteristics and low power consumption [1] because of its wider bandwidth, higher slew rate, and larger linear dynamic range. Currently, many studies on oscillators [2-4] in the design of current-mode circuits have already proposed. In the oscillator theory [5], the second-order oscillator needs to place the poles at exact locations on the imaginary axis in the s-plane before a smooth oscillation. If the poles are placed at the left of the imaginary axis in the s-plane, because the output will decrease as the time increases, the oscillation cannot be carried.

Parasitic capacitances in the electronic circuit are frequently seen. There are some studies published [6] in an effort to improve the impact of parasitic capacitances in electronic circuits. Parasitic capacitances scattered in the oscillator may cause the loop gain insufficiency in the oscillation circuit at high frequencies, resulting a failure of oscillation. In this study, we propose a way to make improvement for insufficient loop gain caused by parasitic capacitances. In application of active components and an external bias circuit to construct two poles, close to the second-order function at the right half s-plane; the poles in the right half s-plane can cause the value of a loop gain greater than 1, whose characteristics is used to compensate
for the oscillator circuit with a loop gain smaller than 1 because of parasitic capacitances.

In this study, two operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) are used to design a second-order function with poles in the right half s-plane, and then two current feedback amplifiers (CFA) make a practical second-order oscillator with two poles located in the right half s-plane. Under the impact of parasitic capacitances, the oscillator is still able to restart because of the poles located at the right half s-plane.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

In view of methodology proposed in this paper, firstly, we need to build a second-order function with two poles located at the right half s-plane. Two OTA components are applied to construct a second-order function with poles located in the right half s-plane. The symbol of OTA component is shown in Figure 1.

Input and output relationship of OTA can be denoted by Eq. (1):

$$I_O = g_m \times (v_+ - v_-)$$

With two OTA components, the second-order oscillator circuit is constructed, shown as Figure 2, which is modified from the quadrature oscillator [7-8].

From Figure 2 circuit, we may deduct a second-order function with poles located at the right-half plane in s-domain, as shown in Eq. (2):

$$s^2 + \frac{g_m}{C_1}s + \frac{g_m g_n}{C_1 C_2} = 0$$

The poles deduced by Eq. (2) second-order function is denoted as Eq. (3):

$$s_p = \frac{g_m}{2C_1} \pm \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\left(\frac{g_m}{C_1}\right)^2 - 4 \frac{g_m g_n}{C_1 C_2}}$$

From Eq. (3), it is known that $s_p$ are the poles located at the right half s-plane. In dealing with the problem that loop gain smaller than 1 because of parasitic capacitances, this paper proposes a method to make up the insufficiency by the help of the application of the characteristic of the poles in the right half s-plane.

Next, we chose CFAs to make a practical oscillation circuit with poles located in the right-half s-plane; CFA uses a commercial IC AD844 for Analog Devices, whose simplified schematic were constituted by the BJT elements, as shown in Figure 3 [9].

A CFA is equivalent to a second-generation current conveyor (CCII+) with its output is cascaded to a voltage buffer, in which the symbol of CCII+ circuit component is shown in Figure 4.

The characteristics of the input and the output of the CCII+, are given in Eq. (4):

$$\begin{bmatrix} L \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_x \end{bmatrix}$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} V_x \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} L \end{bmatrix}$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} L \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_x \end{bmatrix}$$

In case, CCII+ and a voltage buffer are in combination at output, which can constitute a CFA component; the practical component is the IC AD844. However, each actual component is not capable of achieving its ideal circuit characteristics; naturally, IC AD844 can not be excepted. Figure 5 shows the AD844 non-ideal characteristics equivalent diagram [10]. At the later part, we will give a description of a practical oscillation.
The CFA active component would be replaced by IC AD844; afterwards, the physical circuit can be expressed in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the second-order function of the oscillator circuit, which can be denoted by Eq. (5):

$$s^2 \frac{C_3}{R_1:R_2:R_3}(C_1 + C_3) s + \frac{1}{R_1:R_2:R_3}(C_1 + C_3) = 0$$ (5)

Figure 6 shows the oscillation circuit having the frequency \(f_0\), which can be determined by [11]:

$$f_0 = \frac{1}{4\pi \sqrt{R_1:R_2:R_3}(C_1 + C_3)} \left( \frac{C_1}{R_1:R_2:R_3}(C_1 + C_3) \right)^{1/2}$$ (6)

In the oscillator theory, equation (5) shows in the second-order function, in case the capacitor \(C_3\) is equal to 0, the poles of an oscillator would be the conjugate imaginary roots on the imaginary axis of the s-plane; the oscillation frequency would be \(f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{R_1:R_2:R_3}C_2}\). In a practical circuit experiment, in case \(C_3\) is not zero, the second-order function will provide two poles located in the right half s-plane, which can be used to compensate for insufficient circuit gains of the circuit oscillating at high frequencies, thus keeping the oscillator in oscillation at high frequencies. At this point, the oscillation frequency is denoted as Eq. (6).

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

If the non-ideal characteristics of the AD844 would be considered in Figure 5, the capacitance impact of the TZ terminal and the non-inverting terminal in Figure 6 can put together with the value of actual electronic components in calculation. The combination of the actual electronic component and capacitance impact in Figure 6 should be \(R_1 = 10.27 \, \Omega, \, R_2 = 2.98 \, \Omega, \, C_1 = 56.7 \, pF, \, C_2 = 26.2 \, pF, \, C_3 = 12.1 \, pF\).

If the above component is produced as the circuit in Figure 6 and then is measured with an oscilloscope GWinstek GDS-1042, as shown in Figure 7; the oscillation frequency of the oscilloscope would be 646.38 KHz.

If the component value should be put into Eq. (6), it can obtain \(f_0 = 653.47 \, KHz\) with a deviation of 1.09%. In addition, Figure 8 shows FFT analysis of oscillation waveform was displayed with an oscilloscope. Figure 8 show the frequency spectrum of the voltage output waves.

Eq. (5) shows if \(C_3\) in Figure 6 is removed, the poles at this time will just fall on the imaginary axis of the s-plane, which should be able to produce a waveform and its oscillation frequency should be \(f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{R_1:R_2:R_3}C_2}\). However, the actual measurement of the oscillator with an oscilloscope is not the case. In the practical oscillator experiment, if \(C_3\) in Figure 6 is to be removed, oscillation waveforms can not be produced by the oscillation circuit, shown in Figure 9.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

Parasitic capacitances scattered around the oscillator circuit may cause the circuit loop gain smaller less than 1, unable to have smooth oscillations. This paper gives a proposal to have compensation for insufficient loop gains caused by parasitic capacitances to deal with the oscillation problem. This method is designed to construct a second-order function with poles located in the right half s-plane. When the poles are located in the right half s-plane,
the loop gain of the oscillator is greater than 1. The characteristic can be properly used to make up for insufficient oscillation circuit loop gain, smaller than 1, caused by parasitic capacitances. When the pole goes to more extreme in the right half s-plane, the loop gain of oscillation circuit will diverge more seriously. This paper aims the loop gain caused by the poles in the right half s-plane may almost offset the insufficiency caused by parasitic capacitances. Therefore, there is a need for poles located in the right half s-plane, trying to get closer to the imaginary axis so as to offset the impact of parasitic capacitances. The proposed method can not only improve the impact caused by the parasitic capacitances, but also improve other decreased loop gains on the production process of the oscillation circuit. In addition, the probability of success to make high-frequency oscillation circuits can be further enhanced.
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